Abstract: As a genetics-based machine learning technique, zeroth-level classifier system (ZCS) is based on a discounted reward reinforcement learning algorithm, bucket-brigade algorithm, which optimizes the discounted total reward received by an agent but is not suitable for all multi-step problems, especially large-size ones. There are some undiscounted reinforcement learning methods available, such as R-learning, which optimize the average reward per time step. In this paper, R-learning is used as the reinforcement learning employed by ZCS, to replace its discounted reward reinforcement learning approach, and tournament selection is used to replace roulette wheel selection in ZCS. The modification results in classifier systems that can support long action chains, and thus is able to solve large multi-step problems.
Introduction
Learning Classifier Systems (LCSs) are rule-based adaptive systems which use Genetic Algorithm (GA) and some machine learning methods to facilitate rule discovery and rule learning [1] . LCSs are competitive with other techniques on classification tasks, data mining [2, 3] or robot control applications [4, 5] . In general, an LCS is a model of an intelligent agent interacting with an environment. Its ability to choose the best policy acting in the environment, namely adaptability, improves with experience. The source of the improvement is the learning from reinforcement, i.e. payoff, provided by the environment. The aim of an LCS is to maximize the achieved environmental payoffs. To do this, LCSs try to evolve and develop a population of compact and maximally general "condition-action-payoff" rules, called classifiers, which tell the system in each state (identified by the condition) the amount of payoffs for any available action. So, LCSs can be seen as a special method of reinforcement learning that provides a different approach to get generalization.
The original Learning Classifier System framework proposed by Holland, is referred to as the traditional framework now. And then, Willson proposed strength-based Zeroth-level Classifier System (ZCS) [6] , and accuracy-based X Classifier System (XCS) [7] . The XCS classifier system has solved the former main shortcoming of LCSs, which is the problem of strong over-generals, by its accuracy based fitness approach. Bull and Hurst [8] have recently shown that, despite its relative simplicity, ZCS is able to perform optimally through its use of fitness sharing. That is, ZCS was shown to perform as well, with appropriate parameters, as the more complex XCS on a number of tasks.
Despite current research has focused on the use of accuracy in rule predictions as the fitness measure, the present work departs from this popular approach and takes a step backward, aiming to uncover the potential of strength based LCS (and particularly ZCS) in sequential decision problems. In this direction, we will discuss the use of average reward in ZCS, and will introduce an undiscounted reinforcement learning technique called R-learning [9, 10] for ZCS to optimize average reward, which is a different metric from the discounted reward optimized by original ZCS. In particular, we apply R-learning based ZCS to large multi-step problems and compare it with ZCS. Experimental results are encouraging, in that ZCS with R-learning can perform optimally or near optimally in these problems. Later, we will refer to our proposal as "ZCSAR", and the "AR" stands for "average reward".
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides some necessary background knowledge on reinforcement learning, including Sarsa and R-learning. Section 3 provides a brief description of ZCS and maze environments. How ZCS can be modified to include the average reward reinforcement learning is described in Section 4, while Section 5 analyzes the trouble resulting from our modification to ZCS, and presents some solution to it. Experiments with our proposal and some related discussion are given in Section 6. Finally, Section 9 ends the paper, presents our main conclusions and some directions for future research.
Reinforcement learning
Reinforcement learning is a formal framework in which an agent manipulates its environment through a series of actions, and receives some rewards as feedback to its actions, but is not told what the correct actions would have been. The agent stores its knowledge about how to make decisions that maximize rewards or minimize costs over a period of time. Reinforcement learning must learn to perform a task by trial and error from a reinforcement signal (the reward values) that is not as informative as might be desired. In reinforcement learning for multi-step problems, the reinforcement signal usually gives delayed reward, which typically comes at the end of a series of actions. Delayed reward makes learning much more difficult.
Generally, the reinforcement learning framework consists of  A discrete set of environment states, S ;  A discrete set of available actions, A ;  An immediate reinforcement function R , mapping S A  into the real value r , where r is the expected environmental payoff after performing the action a , from A , in a particular state s , from S . On each step of interaction the agent perceives the environment to be in state s ; the agent then chooses an action a in the set A , and the action a is performed in the environment. As a result of taking action a , the agent receives a reward r and a new state s . The agent's job is to find a policy  , mapping states to actions, that maximizes some long-run measure of reinforcement. There are mainly two measures to value a policy: discounted reward optimality and average reward optimality.
In discounted reinforcement learning, the performance measure being optimized usually is the infinite-horizon discounted model [11] , which takes the long-run reward of the agent into account, but rewards receiving in the future are geometrically discounted according to a discount factor   0 1
where E denotes expected value, and ( ) t r s is the reward received at time t starting from state s under a policy. An optimal discounted policy maximizes the above infinite-horizon discounted reward.
On the other hand, undiscounted reinforcement learning usually optimizes the average reward model [9] , in which the agent is supposed to take actions that maximize its long-run average reward per step:
If a policy maximizes the average reward over all states, it is referred to as a gain optimal policy. Usually, average reward ( ) s  can be denoted as  , which is state independent [12] and greatly simplifies the design of average reward algorithms.
How does the agent find a policy to maximize the long-run measure of reinforcement? Most of the reinforcement learning algorithms are based on estimating state-action pair value function (called action value function) that indicates how good it is for the agent to perform a given action in a given state. Here, "how good" is defined in terms of future expected reward value, usually as (1) or (2), corresponding to the discounted reward and average reward optimality. We will give a brief description of two typical reinforcement learning algorithms based on discounted reward and on average reward optimality, respectively.
Sarsa Algorithm
Sarsa is a well-known reinforcement learning algorithm that can be seen as a variant of Q-learning algorithm [11] . It is based on iteratively approximating the table of all action values ( , ) Q s a , named the Q- is updated using the following rule: 
Here, 0 
R-learning
Since Q-learning discounts future rewards, it prefers actions that result in short-term ordinary rewards to those that result in long-term sustained or considerable rewards. On the contrary, the R-learning algorithm [9] proposed by Schwartz maximizes the average reward per time step.
R-learning is similar to Q-learning in form. It is based on iteratively approximating the action values ( , ) R s a , which represent the average adjusted reward of doing an action a in state s once, and then following corresponding policy subsequently.
R-learning algorithm consists of the following steps: 1) Initialize all the ( , ) R s a values to zero, and the average reward variable  also initialized to zero.
2) Let the current time step be The update rule for action value ( , ) R   differs from the rule for Q-learning in subtracting the average reward  from the immediate reward, and not discounting the next maximum action value. The estimation of the average reward  is a critical task in R-learning. As mentioned above, the average reward  , under some conditions, does not depend on any state, and is constant over the whole state space [12] . This facilitates the use of average reward algorithms.
Following the basic R-learning algorithm, [10] proposed some variations. The variations mainly focus on different ways to update the average reward, corresponding to the step 5 given above.
ZCS Classifier System and Its Testing Environments

A Brief Description of ZCS
The following is a brief description of ZCS, further information can be found in [6] and [8] .
The ZCS architecture was introduced by Stewart Wilson in 1994. It is a Michigan style LCS without internal memory, which periodically receives a binary encoded input from its environment. The system determines an appropriate response based on this input and performs the indicated action, usually altering the state of the environment. The action is rewarded by a scalar reinforcement. Internally the system cycles through a sequence of performance, reinforcement and discovery.
The ZCS rule base consists of a population of classifiers, symbolized by [ ] P . This population has a fixed maximum size N . Each classifier is a condition-action-strength rule of the mean strength of the population [ ] P , then a covering operator is invoked. A new rule is created with a condition that matches the environmental input and a randomly selected action. The rule's condition is then made less specific by the random inclusion of #'s at a probability of # P per bit. The new rule is given a strength equal to the population average and inserted into the population, overwriting a rule selected for deletion. The deleted rules are chosen using roulette-wheel selection based on the reciprocal of strength.
Thus a particular action a is selected from the match set by roulette wheel selection policy based on the total strength 
t Str s a is named as system strength, which is computed as: , where  is a pre-determined discount factor Then the above process can be written as a re-assignment: 
ZCS employs GA as discovery mechanism over the whole rule-set [ ] P at each instance (panmictic). On each cycle there is a probability GA  of GA invocation. When called, the GA uses roulette wheel selection to determine the parent rules based on strength. Two offspring are produced via crossover (single point, using probability  ) and mutation (using probability  ). The parents then donate half their strength to their offspring who replace existing members of the population. The deleted rules are chosen based on the reciprocal of strength.
Maze Environments
Maze problems, usually represented as grid-like two-dimensional areas that may contain different objects of any quantity and with different properties (for example, obstacle, goal, or can be empty), serve as a simplified virtual model of the real environment, and can be used for developing core algorithms of many real-world applications related to the problem of navigation. The agent should learn the shortest path to goal states, without knowing the environmental model in advance. LCS has been the most widely used class of algorithms for reinforcement learning in mazes for the last twenty years, and has presented the most promising performance results [6, 13] . Figure 3 (a) presents Woods1 [6] maze environment. The maze may contain different obstacles in any quantity, such as T standing for tree in Woods1, and some objects for learning purposes, like virtual food F, which is the agents' goal to reach. It must be noted that, if a maze has not enough obstacles to mark its boundary, the left and right edges of the maze are connected, as are the top and bottom. In this paper, the agent is randomly placed in the maze on an empty cell, and the agent has two boolean sensors for each of the eight adjacent squares. The agent can move into any adjacent square that is free.
Adding R-learning to ZCS
In this section, we show how ZCS can be modified to include R-learning [9, 10] to optimize average reward, which is different from the discounted reward optimized by Sarsa-learning. The implementation of our system, ZCSAR, is also discussed here.
As mentioned above, ZCS uses a "bucket-brigade" credit-assignment policy similar to Sarsa to update the classifiers population. From Equation (9), bucket-brigade algorithm in ZCS is indeed similar to the Sarsa update rule (3) . Besides, the comparison shows that (i) ZCS represents each entry in the Q-table by a set of classifiers, i.e. 
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specified in Equation (7) R-learning has been introduced in Section 2, and it is a new type of reinforcement learning. R-learning and Sarsa algorithm are similar in form but not in meaning, since Sarsa algorithm is based on the discounted reward optimality, while R-learning, based on the average reward optimality, maximizes the average reward per step. In R-learning, we can define the estimate of 
Thus, Equation (5) can be rewritten as
The major difference between Equation (11) and (3) is that they use different methods to compute the estimate . Additionally, R-learning needs to estimate the average reward  , which is extra work than in Sarsa algorithm.
From what has been discussed above, the analogies between Sarsa and ZCS, the difference and similarity between Sarsa and R-learning have been presented. We can get that, the system strength ( 
Equation (12) will replace Equation (9) in ZCS to change the whole reinforcement learning mechanism employed by the original ZCS.
About the specific update rule of classifiers in 1 [ ] A  , the step 2 and 3 in Section 3.1 can be modified as:
2) If a reward 1 r  is received from the environment as a consequence of executing 1 a  at the previous time step t-1, and the estimate of average reward is  , then a fixed fraction , where B is the total amount put in the current bucket.
Next, a procedure to estimate the average reward  needs to be added to ZCS.
Step 5 in the description of R-learning algorithm in Section 2.2 can be moved to ZCS through some modifications. To do so, Step 
The new type of Step 5 can be inserted into the procedure of ZCS, and located just before the update of classifiers in 1 [ ] A  . It must be noted that, at the first time step of each trial in an experiment, there is no need to update the average reward  , since no previous environmental reward available at that time. And at the beginning of an experiment,  is initialized to zero. In addition, the update value of average reward  is not used in Equation (12) directly. Instead, its more stable moving average value is adopted to avoid the heavy oscillations with its update values, since average reward  is updated by the immediate reward 1 t r  which is stochastic and with great fluctuation. The window size for moving average is 100, i.e. moving average is computed as the average of the last 100 updated values. If the window size is too small, the moving average will have no effect; if the window size is too big, the changing trend of average reward will be hidden, which will limit the immediate feedback function of average reward.
Through the two steps above, we have replaced Sarsa algorithm in ZCS with R-learning, getting the new system ZCSAR. However, in order to speed up the process of convergence in ZCSAR, the fluctuation of the estimate  needs to be reduced over time. So we make the learning rate   in Equation (13) decayed over time using a simple rule:
where max   is the initial value of   , min   is the minimum learning rate required, and NumOfTrials is the number of exploration trials (problems) in an experiment.   is updated at the beginning of each exploration trial using Equation (14), but not at each time step.
Subtraction Trouble and Tournament Selection
When ZCSAR uses Equation (12) as reinforcement learning mechanism, some issues arise. The update rule for system strength ( , ) Str   differs from the rule for Sarsa-learning in subtracting the average reward  from the immediate reward, and not discounting the next system strength (action value). The subtraction may cause system strength ( , ) Str   negative, which does not appear in original ZCS and discounted reward reinforcement learning Sarsa. The negative ( , ) 
If ( , )
Str   is negative, the sum of strength of classifiers in action set is also less than zero, which means some classifiers' strength is negative in action set. However, all components of ZCS were designed on the supposition that classifier's strength is greater than zero. Specially, roulette wheel selection (proportionate selection) based on classifier's strength (or its reciprocal) is adopted as action selection method in match set [M] , parents selection method in GA, classifier selection method in GA deletion and covering operator deletion. It is known that classifier's strength must be positive in roulette wheel selection. ZCS is in line with this requirement, but not ZCSAR.
This is a problem caused by subtraction. To address this problem, an easy way is to make negative values be zero, i.e. let classifier's strength not less than zero. We indicate this method as "truncation". In other words, if ZCSAR still uses roulette wheel selection, truncation is an easy method to adapt it.
However, is truncation method proper and effective for ZCSAR? Is there any alternative to tackle this problem? A promising proposal is to replace roulette wheel selection with tournament selection in ZCSAR. Tournament selection with tournament sizes proportionate to the actual set size is shown to outperform roulette wheel selection in the widely-used classifier system XCS [14] . So it is expected that tournament selection can also improve the performance of ZCSAR. And importantly, in contrast to roulette wheel selection, tournament selection is independent of fitness scaling and does not require positive classifier strength, so classifiers' strength can be less than zero in ZCSAR with tournament selection.
In tournament selection, classifiers are not selected proportional to their strength, but tournaments are held in which the classifier with the highest strength wins. Stochastic tournaments are not considered herein. Participants for the tournament are chosen at random from the corresponding classifier set in which selection is applied. The size of the tournament is dependent on the corresponding classifier set size, and the size of each tournament has the size of the fraction Later, we will refer to our proposals as "ZCSAR+Roulette" and "ZCSAR+Tournament" in the remainder of this work, to indicate ZCSAR with roulette wheel selection and truncation method, and ZCSAR with tournament selection respectively.
Experiments in Maze Environments
Two maze problems are tested and studied here, to illustrate the generality and effectiveness of our approaches, and ZCS for comparison.
Experimental Setup
To conduct experiments, every experiment typically consists of 12000 problems (trials) that the agent must solve. And for each problem, the agent is placed into a randomly chosen empty square in the mazes. Then the agent moves under the control of the classifier system avoiding obstacles until either it reaches the food or had taken 500 steps, at which point the problem ended unconditionally. The agent will not change its position if it chooses an action to move to a square with an obstacle inside, though one time-step still elapses. When the agent reaches the food, it receives a constant reward of 1000; otherwise, it receives a reward equal to 0. And in order to evaluate the final policy evolved, in each experiment, exploration is turned off during the last 2000 problems and the system works only in exploitation. In exploitation problems, the action which predicts the highest payoff is always selected in match set [M] , and the genetic algorithm is turned off. System performance is computed as the average number of steps to food in the last 50 problems. Every statistic results presented in this paper is averaged on 10 experiments.
The following classifier structure was used for LCS in the experiments: Each classifier has 16 binary bits in the condition field: two bits for each of the 8 neighbouring squares, with 00 representing the situation that the square is empty, 11 that it contains food (F), and 01 that it is an obstacle (T).
the general LCS's parameters used for ZCS, ZCSAR+Roulette, and ZCSAR+Tournament are set as follows: β=0.6,  =0. 
Experimental Results and Discussions
In the first experiment, we applied ZCS, ZCSAR+Roulette and ZCSAR+Tournament to Maze6 environment (Figure 1(a) ). Maze6 is a typical and somewhat difficult environment for testing the learning systems since the goal position for agents to reach is hidden by some obstacles, and there is not any regularity in it. Each sensory-action pair in this maze almost needs a special classifier to cover (i.e. it only allows few generalizations), so ZCS is likely to produce over-general classifiers in it. Besides, the optimal solution in Maze6 requires the agent to perform long sequences of actions to reach the goal state. The optimal average path to the food in Maze6 is 5.19 steps. This experiment is used to show that ZCS with average reward reinforcement learning can solve the general maze problem. Figure 2 reports the performance of ZCS, ZCSAR+Roulette and ZCSAR+Tournament in Maze6 environment. In the three cases, the results all converge to near optimum during the last 2000 exploitation problems, and there is almost no difference between them, about 5.85, 6.21, and 6.02 respectively. ZCSAR+Roulette and ZCSAR+Tournament can almost perform as well as ZCS in this environment. During the learning period (first 10000 problems), the three systems' performance deviates from optimum, since the GA continues to function and probabilistic action selection (roulette wheel selection or tournament selection) is used. In addition, ZCSAR+Tournament changes continuously and oscillates heavily within the first 10000 learning problems, which is possibly caused by tournament selection used as action selection mechanism in match set [M] . In the second experiment, the testing environment is Woods14 (Figure 1(b) ), which is a corridor of 18 blank cells and a food cell at the end. The optimal average path to the food in Woods14 is 9.5 steps. The agent needs longer sequences of actions to reach the goal position, resulting in a sparser reception of delayed reward. So, it is complex to most LCSs [15] .
It can be seen from Figure 2 that, in Woods14, performances of the three systems oscillate above the optimum during training period, while evolve promising solutions during the last 2000 exploitation problems. ZCSAR+Tournament gets about 9.50 steps to find food, and ZCS gets about 10.70 steps. ZCSAR+Roulette performs less well (near optimum) and converges to about 21.36 steps. ZCSAR+Tournament can get the optimal solution in Woods14. This seems because of the average reward reinforcement learning and tournament selection employed by ZCSAR+Tournament, which guarantees the system can disambiguate those early states in the long action chains effectively.
Conclusions
In this paper, due to the similarity between Sarsa and bucket-brigade algorithm in ZCS, and the similarity in form between Sarsa algorithm and R-learning, bucket-brigade algorithm in ZCS is replaced with R-learning through some modifications. R-learning is an undiscounted reinforcement learning technique to optimize average reward, which is a different metric from the discounted reward optimized by bucket-brigade algorithm. Thus, ZCS with R-learning, ZCSAR, is able to maximize the average reward per time step, not the cumulative discounted rewards. This is helpful to support long action chains in large multi-step learning problems.
However, R-learning will cause some classifiers' strength is negative in ZCSAR. This does not meet the supposition that classifier's strength is greater than zero in ZCS. Specially, roulette wheel selection based on classifier's strength (or its reciprocal) used in ZCS requires that classifier's strength is positive. To address this problem, two extended systems are presented: "ZCSAR+Roulette" and "ZCSAR+Tournament". ZCSAR+Roulette indicates ZCSAR with roulette wheel selection and truncation method, while ZCSAR+Tournament indicates ZCSAR with tournament selection. Truncation means to cut off those negative strength values, set them to zero.
We test ZCSAR+Roulette and ZCSAR+Tournament on two well-known multi-step problems, compared with ZCS. Overall, experiments show that ZCSAR+Tournament can evolve optimal or near-optimal solutions in these typically difficult multi-step environments, while ZCSAR+Roulette can just reach the suboptimum in Woods14 environment. Especially in Woods14 environment, the performance of ZCSAR+Tournament is very good, but ZCS just reaches a near-optimal performance.
Because of the basic change of the reinforcement learning employed by ZCS, and tournament selection is used to replace roulette wheel selection, ZCSAR+Tournament still needs some extra testing to study their performance in other problems. Additionally, we plan to consider the impact of average reward reinforcement learning in ZCS when the environment is stochastic.
